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TO THE READERS: 

Time passes ... Lord Noel Annan, biographer of Leslie Stephen, died 
in London on February 21, 2000 at the age of 83. The London Property 
News of February 1999 advertised the sale of "Property that was once 
home to Virginia Woolf." An apartment on the top two floors of 22 
Hyde Park Gate was offered at £465,000. It includes a reception room, 
cloakroom, kitchen, study, two bedrooms, an en suite shower room and a 
bathroom. "The property also benefits from a studio room accessed by a 
spiral staircase, and a large roof terrace." And in New York, the PEN 
American Center in collaboration with The New Yorker presented 
"Virginia Woolf: Writing Life" at Town Hall on March 9, 2000. 
Presided over by the Beresford portrait, Roxana Robinson introduced the 
evening dedicated to Woolfs "luminous presence." Ending her brief 
remarks, in which we were informed that Woolf was not a feminist but 
"had a wide range of interests," and that her beauty and "seductive" 
madness and suicide were attractions beyond her works themselves, 
Robinson quoted from Nigel Nicolson's forthcoming biography of 
Woolf. He describes a scene of Leonard leading an over-excited 
Virginia from the room: "her submission to him indicated a trust that she 
awarded to no other person." For a moment, twenty-five years of schol
arship and argument on Woolf were forgotten, and we were in the 
reassuring presence once more of the mad, beautiful, sensitive, apolitical 
Virginia. 

Each writer who took the stage was greeted with rapturous applause 
(hearing writers applauded by a full house was worth the price of the 
ticket in . itself). Michael Cunningham revealed that he first read Mrs. 
Dalloway at 15 to impress the "pirate queen" of his high school. Mary 
Gordon spoke about The Waves, Janet Malcolm read from "A Sketch of 
the Past," Fiona Shaw dramatically (very!) read the dinner scene from To 
the Lighthouse, Cynthia Ozick revisited her l 973 Commentary article, 
"Mrs. Virginia Woolf," (and found that she had no new thoughts on 
Woolf), James Wood explored Woolfs significant representation in her 
fiction of absent -mindedness (as discussed in his artic le "Virginia 
Woolf's Mysticism" [1999]), Susan Sontag read "The Moment: 
Summer's Night," and Zoe Caldwell, standing in for 
an absent Eileen Atkins, read a collage of excerpts 
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Mansfield and Virginia Woolf- both in terms of the authors' influences 
on each othe r and the influence of teaching and reading as a literary 
motif in their stories. 

Moran disagrees with my premise that Mansfield often depicts 
lesbian desire as "fleshly, exotic, reckless, and menacing." In particular, 
she objects to what she believes to be a "reductive characterization" of 
"Bliss" (one of Mansfield's stories that has 
received widespread critical attent ion). She cites 
several articles and book-length studies, 
including her own, that offer differing readings 
of this story. My essay is not essentially about 
"Bliss," however, but about Mansfield's little
known masterpiece "Carnation." Likewise, my 
interest in Mansfield's own intimate friendships 
with women centers on her Queen's College 
friend Vere Bartrick-Baker, the inspiration for 
the antagonist in "Carnation," not on Ida Baker, as Moran implies. I 
refer only briefly to "Bliss" (three paragraphs of the twenty-page article) 
and devote just one sentence to Ida Baker. In discussing "Bliss," I focus 
primarily on Woolf's negative reactions to the story in order to contextu
alize Mansfield and Woolfs differing approaches to homoerotic material 
in "Carnation" and "Slater's Pins." My point is not "to pit Mansfield and 
Woolf against each other and declare Woolf the better lesbian writer," as 
Moran charges, but rather to show how these two stories fit differently 
into a larger tradition of lesbian storytelling . 

Moran also criticizes my work for not citing certain critical texts on 
Mansfield. In conducting my research for this article, I examined the 
work of forty-six critics and biographers, including twenty -three 
Mansfield scholars whose work spans the years 1933 to 1991. I was 
primarily interested in earlier interpretat ions of "Carnation" and "Slater's 
Pins," studies of the relationship between Woolf and Mansfield, scholar
ship on lesbian literature as a genre, and primary texts by Woolf and 
Mansfield with homoerotic themes, especial ly little-known pieces by 
Mansfield. Overall, I am perplexed by Moran's references to Mansfield 

scholarship, for none of the work she cites discusses 
"Carnation." I regret, however, that when I researched 

from the Diary that showed Woolf at her most arch 
and cutting. Elaine Showalter spoke of A Room of 
One's Own as a "witty manifesto" and announced a 
change of mind: in 1978 she wrote that Woolf's 
room threatened to become a "tomb." Regarding her 
younger self, she recognized in that judgment an 
American urge to update, to challenge the stuffy 
Britishness ofWoolfs lessons for women. Speaking 
in 2000, Showalter emphasized the dynamism, invig
oration and life of A Room. She concluded that 
"We'll each have a Woolf of our own"-something 
you miscellaneous readers know well. 
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and wrote my article in 1993, I was unaware of Mary 
Burgan's soon-to-be-published work on Mansfield 
(Illness, Gender, and Writing: The Case of Katherine 
Mansfield, Johns Hopkins P, 1994 ). Although 1 don't 
share Burgan's psychoanalytic approach to Mansfield's 
bisexuality, I agree with Moran that Burgan's detailed 
investigation of the writer's sexuality and the influence of 
Oscar Wilde overlaps with my concerns. As for Moran's 
own work, her book-length study of Mansfield and Woolf 
(Word of Mouth: Body Language In Katherine Mansfield 
& Virginia Woolf, UP of VA, 1996) came out in 1996 
when the final version of my manuscript was already at 
the editors. Her 1991 essay on Mansfield, accomplished 
as it is, does not bear directly on my critical concerns in 
"Reading Influences." 

Mark Hussey 
Pace University 

DEAR EDITORS: 

I would like to address several points Patricia 
Moran makes in the fall 1998 Miscellany about my 
article "Reading Influences: Homoeroticism and 
Mentoring in Katherine Mansfield's 'Carnation' and 
Virginia Woolfs 'Moments of Being: Slater's Pins 
Have No Points"' (Virginia Woolf- Lesbian 
Readings, ed. Eileen Barrett and Patricia Cramer, 
NYU Press, l 997). As the title suggests, my article 
examines how reading and mentoring play a critical 
role in two homoerotic short stories by Katherine 
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Janet Winston 
Virginia Commonwealth University 

A NEWLY DISCOVERED ARTICLE. 

Deborah Mc Vea and Jeremy Treglown in their article . 
"TLS Centenary Archive," TLS, 29 January, 1999: 11, 
wrote that there was a "hitherto unknown review by 
Virginia Woolf' of a book by Charlotte Lorrimer in 1907 
which I found was a review of The Call of the East in the 
issue of 26 April, 1907: 131. To check the statement, I 
went to The Times Archives at Wapping and found that 



the review was indeed by Virginia Stephen. I had overlooked it, alas, 
when I was going through the marked files of the TLS 

Madrid, Vol. 31, No. 93, marzo 1931, pp. 283-97. Although the trans
lator's name is not given, this early text is very 
different from Marichalar's and three complete myself, which in those days was bound (with the other 

supplements) together with three months of the daily 
Times. Now the supplements have been disbound and are 
very easy to check. 

This addition to A Bibliography of Virginia Woolf, 
fourth edition, 1997 by Stuart N. Clarke and myself 
should be placed at C5.9.7.l. 

B. J Kirkpatrick 

TWO UNPUBLISHED LETTERS 

FROM VIRGINIA WOOLF 

These letters to Aubrey Herbert concern his invitation 
to Woolf to speak at the Oxford University English Club 
in 1927. They were displayed this April in "Virginia 
Woolf ... The Evolving Word," at the Boston Campus of 
the U of Massachusetts, Healey Library, an exhibition 
organized by Krystyna Colburn. Both letters are 
handwritten, the first on headed stationery. The talk 
Woolf gave on May 18, 1927 was published in the New 
York Herald Tribune on August 14 as "Poetry, Fiction, 
and the Future." The friend Woolf refers to in the second 
letter was Vita Sackville-West. 

52 Tavistock Square 
London 
W.C.l 
Telephone: Museum 2621 

!st March 1927 
Dear Mr Herbert 

It is very good of your Committee to ask me to come & 
speak. Unfortunately I have nothing ready, & am very bad 
at getting up anything in a hurry. So I am afraid I must 
refuse, b_ut hope perhaps I may have an opportunity of 
coming later. 

With many thanks 
Yours sincerely 

Virginia Woolf 

52 Tavistock Sqre 

WCI 

Dear Mr Herbert, 

9th May [1927] 

A friend wants to come with me on the 18th. 
Would you be so very kind as to take two rooms at the 
Mitre? 

I would write straight to them & not bother you, except 
that I think I asked you to see about it before. 

Yours sincerely 
Virginia Woolf 

AN EARLY SPANISH VERSION OF "TIME PASSES." 

The publication history of Virginia Woolfs To the 
Lighthouse has always received special attention due to 
the author's decision to publish the central part, "Time 
Passes," in French translation in 1926, a year before the 
complete novel appeared in English. Since then, there 
have been many translations of this text, as the excellent 
fourth edition of B. J. Kirkpatrick's Bibliography of 
Virginia Woolf (1997) shows. According to this bibliog
raphy, the first Spanish translation of "Time Passes" was 
published in Sur (Buenos Aires, Argentina) in I 938 under 
the title "Pasa el tiempo ." The entry for this item 
(D 190.1) informs us that the translation was "presumably" 
made by Antonio Marichalar, the translator of the first 
edition of To the Lighthouse in Spanish (Buenos Aires, 
1938). After reading both texts, there is no doubt that 
Marichalar is the author of that translation of "Time 
Passes." However, this is not the first rendering of the 
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sections are missing ( I st, 5th, and I 0th). It is a 
suggestive version which predates the Argentinian 
article by seven years and also comes before the first 
known text by Woolf in Spanish, which was thought to 
be Jorge Luis Borges' s translation of A Room of One's 
Own, published in a series of articles in Sur (Buenos 
Aires, 1935-36). 

Alberto Lazaro 
University of Alcala (Spain) 

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY: 

WOOLF AND THE ARTIST'S VISION 

"But this is what I see; this is what I see. " 
Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse 

Nardi: Es solo un cuadro devota y 
cuidosamente pintado. (It is only a 
picture, painted with care and devotion.) 
Velazquez: Es tambien un cuadro que 
prueba vuestra ciencia de las !eyes de! 
color. (It is also a picture that proves 
our science of the laws of color.) 

Antonio Buero Vallejo, Las Meninas, 
Tercero Acta 

If we are to believe Louis Althusser and other 
philosopher critics who argue that we human beings 
are "hailed" or programmed to follow the predominant 
ideologies taught by our societies, then we must accept 
that little we do or think is original. We would, as 
Peter Walsh says of Clarissa Dalloway, know nothing, 
brought up as we are (Mrs. Dalloway 89). As Woolf 
herself writes in "Modem Fiction": The mind receives 
a myriad impressions .. . an incessant shower of 
innumerable atoms; and as they fall, ... the accent falls 
differently from of old;" ("Modem Fiction" I 06). 

We differ, according to Woolf, in where we place 
the "accent ." An artist is "different." Indeed, she 
defies convention, by interpreting these atoms of 
expression according to her own feelings and beliefs 
of what is true . 

In the last part of The Waves, Bernard addresses 
Woolf's points about artists and interpretation by 
observing that like leaves that blow and settle with 
perfect composure into piles that will later decompose 
or dissolve, humans settle into the patterns scripted for 
them by their ideologies until, they, too, die (36) . As a 
schoolboy, Bernard rebels at the script his patriarchal 
and conventional society prepares for him; he longs to 
write his own part. For him, the stories he has learned 
are designs that form the pattern of the ideologies 
pressuring him to conform to a discourse not his own. 
Bernard, an artist at heart, longs for his own discourse 
(239). 

With maturity, Bernard discovers his own self 
and is resistant to the dominant ideology. Bernard 
reaches the point where visual aspects of life, not 
verbal ones, stimulate his imagination and delight him 
because he can interpret them according to his own 
feelings, not those prescribed for him. This ability to 
see art and life as a multimedia, visual textbook help 
him survive; he is not dependent on society's mores. 
When the conventional ideologies fail and are no 
longer true for him, Bernard will not die, and will fall 
back on his own discourse. 

piece into Spanish. An earlier version of "Time Passes" 
was published under the title "El tiempo pasa" in Revista de Occidente, 

Lily Briscoe of To the Lighthouse lacks Bernard's 
courage to freely interpret what she observes 

according to her own perceptions, though she is a painter. Because 
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Bernard is a man, he can defy or rebel without losing status in a patriar
chal world since he belongs to the dominant gender, which is taught 
individuality. Lily, an unmarried female artist, is held back by society's 
censure because she has not fulfilled her prescribed roles of wife and 
mother. 

Because she is a painter, Lily's law is to be truthful and to paint 
what she sees: "She would not have considered it honest to tamper with 
the bright violet and the staring white, since she saw them like that, 
fashionable though it was since Mr. Paunceforte ' s visit, to see everything 
pale, elegant, semitransparent (LH 19). Lily's instinctive artist's sense 
allows her to see in her mind what her picture should be, and to adhere to 
Velazquez's "law of color," but popular taste stays her hand. The 
"demons" of the patriarchy make it difficult for her to take brush in hand, 

disappears again after an exhilarating telephone call, is, like Woo!rs and 
Orlando's Shelmerdine, "very good-looking in a naval sort of way." 
Both Shelmerdene's mysterious "husband" and Orlando's Shelmerdine, 
as Harvena Richter so delightfully points out, are convenient fictions, 
covers for the artistic and sexual adventures of their wives. The name 
Mrs. Banting for the midwife might also be a joke in the same vein on 
gender identity, if it refers to John Banting, the English Surrealist painter, 
leftist, and close companion of Woolfs friend Nancy Cunard, and a 
homosexual. 

Jane Marcus 
Graduate Center of CUNY 

NAMING DEFOE'S INFLUENCE IN JACOB'S ROOM 

and make "this passage from conception to work as dreadful as any down Woolfs admiration for Defoe's works - directly encountered in 
a dark passage for a child" (19). And, what are these demons of the two essays' as well as in Orlando, where the preface declares that " ... no 
dominant ideology? They are "Her own inadequacy, her insignificance, one can read or write without being perpetually in the debt of Defoe ... "2 

keeping house for her father off the Brompton Road ... " (19). Lily, the - is discernible through her choice of naming in Jacob 's Room . 
mature spinster, is not supposed to paint vibrant, passionate pictures Although Jacob Flanders is ostensibly named to stand in for the young 
raging with color. Her artistic vision is at odds with the role society men who fought in the First World War and are buried in Flanders, 
expects her to play . Thus, she struggles to be true to her own discourse, France, his mother's appellation of Betty Flanders calls up an additional 
exclaiming, "'But this is what I see; this is what I see' and so to clasp derivation. In Defoe ' s Moll Flanders, the protagonist is called "Betty" 
some miserable remnant of her vision to her heart, which a thousand while a servant girl in a well -to-do household during her teen years. 
forces did their best to pluck from her" (19). Lily longs for the more Moll's dependent condition is underscored by relegating her to only this 
conventional life of Mrs. Ramsay, wife, mother, and housekeeper , if only first name as "Betty" or "Mrs. Betty." This one alias for the identity of 
to find peace of mind. If she can satisfy society this way, Lily can also Moll Flanders is echoed in the name of Betty Flanders.' 
subvert its dominant ideology and paint as she wishes. Moreover, when she introduces Mrs. Flanders in the first sentence 

Lily finds herself trapped in the picture of womanhood her dominant of Jacob's Room, Woolf also alludes to Robinson Crusoe: "So of 
ideology paints . Unlike Bernard , she cannot revision the elements of that , course ," wrote Betty Flanders, pressing her heels rather 
picture according to her own truth. Bernard will go on to interpret life on '*·-deeper in the sand .. . " These words directly recall the 
his own terms, but Lily finds she is a character on the stage of life, at memorable footprint in the sand whose discovery amazes 
least outwardly playing the only role left to her, that of a spinster and terrifies Crusoe. If Betty Flanders ' ordinary 
daughter keeping house for her father off Brompton Road . Like the fril. ,. :-;,1;1,1 heel-prints contrast with the macabre quality in 
characters in Vallejo's play about the life of the court painter Velasquez , , Defoe's motif of the unshod footprint, the name of 
and his struggle to paint what he found true in seventeenth century Spain, Captain Barfoot provides a counterweight to the 
Lily will find herself fixed in the position that society creates for her in ! former, with its play on the idea of going barefoot. 
its ideological canvas . In Vallejo's play, based on the famous portrait 'Ii Returning to the Moll Flanders connection, how 
Velazquez did of the Royal Family and its Court, the characters of ,,.;·, ~ might the allusion comment on Betty Flanders and 
the play position themselves in the places they occupy in the ~ -~- , , r Jacob? Elizabeth Flanders' economic dependency, 
painting which hangs today in the Prado Museum in Madrid. ~ ~ · :.--, , . · , - as a mother and a widow, ties her to the 
Many years ago, one viewed the painting through a large mirror. - -- ...... ,. ri. ,., f ·----- dilemma of marginal self-sufficiency that 
It hung in a special room, and, when one entered, the reflection ~;:~ :- __ , 1

-~- ~'-~;- shapes the situation of Defoe ' s Moll 
was the first t~ing viewed. It w~s only a~er one entered the room _-,c· _ · ·. ·. ·?0_ -, .-~ Flanders . The fact that she has acquired 
that she realized she was facmg a mirror, and that the real ~ · · · -· -··- ··- her surname from her husband allows her 
painting was behind her. Velasquez painted Las Meninas through '-~\ _ . · :.- ::: ~-- connection to the inimitable Moll to 
a mirror , and the portraits of the King and Queen of Spain appear ~: ---& _ · :. · '. remain somewhat metaphorical. However, 
in a mirror within the painting. In the foreground are the Infanta, - ~ ·:...:,~- . ite,;.:. -~ the deceased Mr. Seabrook Flanders might 
her handmaidens or meninas, and other members of her Court. !Wla~'-~ ,,; -~-· -,--....:_'... .:...·• be viewed as an actual descendent, two 

l ~ ~ - ~---~ Velazquez, a visua person like Bernard , illustrated Woolfs point centuries later, of the infamous lady. For 
about the roles society expected us to play by his use of mirrors and Defoe had her give birth to twelve children , four of whom died, leaving 
reflections. What is true, what is the real painting, depends on the eight who could have survived their clandestine childhood . Seabrook 
perception of the viewer. Voicing that perception may put the viewer at Flanders can be viewed as a descendent of Moll Flanders ' castoff 
odds with his or her dominant ideology since the viewer may believe a children , making him literarily a bit more renowned than if he hadn't 
different truth. Like Bernard, our ability to perceive and interpret will such a literary connection, and thus perhaps a bit less inconsequential. 
save us; like Lily, when faced with the opposition of our entire society Jacob's parents , therefore , bestow on their son the aura of a unique 
and its concept of truth, we can only exclaim, "But this is what I see!" literary pedigree, a kind of birthright. For, as Woolf declares in her essay 

Ellen Tsagaris on Defoe, "On any monument worthy of the name of monument the 
Black Hawk College, Quad Cities Campus names of Moll Flanders and Roxana, at least, should be carved as deeply 
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A NOTE ON A NAME 

Shelmerdine's virtue as a husband is that he is never there. 
Orlando's marriage , like Vita Sackville-West's, is an open one. Woolfs 
readers might have recognized the name Shelmerdene (f) as the 
freewheeling heroine of Michael Arlen's 1924 These Charming People. 
Her husband, who has been gone for ten years when the novel begins and 
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as the name of Defoe ."' Woolfs fondness for the names of Defoe's 
ladies was irrepressible. As Grundy observes, Woolf responded to her 
sister Vanessa's naming of daughter Angelica saying '"a lovely name; I 
wish it had been possible to include Moll Flanders though; or Roxana. If 
ever anyone reminded me of you it is Moll Flanders. "' 6 We can construe 
Jacob Flanders' name as the site of an imaginary monument to Defoe ' s 
Moll. And Roxana's name just might be echoed in the first name of 
Sandra Wentworth Williams (as both derive from the name 
"Alexandra"). 

While the names of Defoe's Roxana and Moll Flanders embody 
their texts, Woolf constructs Jacob's Room as a disembodied novel. 
Hence Jacob Flanders' elusiveness is both augmented and contradicted 
by virtue of the heritage borrowed from Defoe's prolific heroine, who, 
within the fictional realm, undoubtedly could have also engendered as 
descendants scores of other young men and women of Jacob's century-



r 
bridging generation. Are Florinda and Fannie Elmer among them? 
Coincidentally, most of the letters of their names are contained in the 
name of Moll Flanders. So that Jacob Flanders, therefore, in accruing a 
ghostly host of imagined fictional brethren becomes even more ubiqui
tously representative of the real generation of young men who perished 
in World War I. Woolf concludes Jacob's Room with a salutatory 
gesture on the relation of barefootedness to war and mortality with Betty 
Flanders asking what to do with "a pair of Jacob's old shoes." 

Alyza Lee Salomon 
Sonoma State University 
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REVIEW: 
ANCESTRAL HOUSES: VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE ARISTOCRACY 

by Sonya Rudikoff. Palo Alto: Society for the Promotion of Science and 
Scholarship, 1999. 290 pp. 

"The 'old' Virginia Woolf was ethereal and remote, the 'new' one is 
polemical and close, but neither one has been sufficiently understood in 
the necessary social dimensions" (!). To remedy 
this insufficiency, Rudikoff proposes "to look more 
closely at the social and historical reality - the 
materiality - of her life" (3); for, "where people 
lived and on what income, the history of a house 
and who had lived there were all vividly present to 
Woolf, as well as to her contemporaries ... " (!). It 
is this focus on the detail of who lived where, what 
the house looked like (illustrations provided), what 
it was worth on the market, who married into what 
family, what were Woolfs connections with them, 
and her responses to them - it is this focus that 
differentiates Ancestral Houses from Alex 
Zwerdling's attention to class and money in his 
Virginia Woolf and the Real World ( 1986). 

To accomplish her task, Rudikoff has ransacked public records of all 
kinds - wills, marriage settlements, family trees, for example - in 
order to give us "the materiality" of the wor ld Virginia Stephen grew up 
in and in which Virginia Woolf spent her maturity. Moreover, all these 
details are not mere items in a game of genealogical snakes and ladders 
(though this is part of the fun), but are presented to challenge the view 
that the story of the Stephens is "only a story of the triumphs of 
individual persons." It is, Rudikoff asserts, more a story "of the 
workings of a social system that relied on clusters of large scale families 
whose interests were congruent, whose experiences and histories imbued 
them with similar ideals as well as similar manners" (196). We find, for 
example, that the intellectual aristocracy was not such a distinct group as 
sometimes represented, but its "most interesting aspect. .. is its pervasive 
overlapping with both the old aristocracy and upper middle classes" (27) . 
No wonder their loyalties competed; Virginia, whose family was socially 
ambiguous, lived at the junction of continuities and discontinuities 
between Kensington and Longleat and between Kensington and Mayfair. 
The power of lords and ladies of ancestral houses was waning, but to 
Virginia they maintained their glamour, their "gardens where the 
peacock strays," their homes "where passion and precision have been 
one," (from the Yeats poem Rudikoff chose for her epigraph and her 

title), their freedom from middle class convention. Virginia married "a 
penniless Jew," but fell in love with the chatelaine ofSissinghurst. 

Another challenge to the accepted version of Woolfs development 
is Rudikoffs minimizing of George Duckworth's · alleged sexual abuse 
while maximizing his role in assisting the Stephen children after their 
father's death and in calling attention to Virginia's conflicting memories 
of him. By Rudikoffs account, the whole complex of relationships 
determines Virginia's development far more than George's affectionate 
enthusiasm. Rudikoff may not convince everyone, but her argument is 
cogent and should be listened to. 

At first I thought to describe this book as a series of concentric 
circles, but it is more like a set of loops which curve out from wherever 
Woolf is and which inscribe a set of ties with landed and aristocratic 
friends and acquaintances; naturally, some of the loops overlap - Violet 
Dickinson turns up repeatedly, does Lady Nelly Cecil, Vita Sackville
West, and others, and there are loops within loops as well. The third 
chapter, "The Romance of the Aristocracy," is a kind of overture to the 
rest. It begins with Violet Dickinson, who introduces Virginia to 
Longleat, the great house in Somerset presided over by the Marchioness 
of Bath, and her formidable daughters, Beatrice and Katherine; continues 
with Virginia's encounters, both real and imaginative, with Lady Nelly 
Cecil; next we hear about the Souls, whom Virginia did not meet, but 
knew enough about them through Violet to twit Lytton when they doted 
on him in 1919; finally, there is Bloomsbury's "own aristocrat," Lady 
Ottoline Morrell, who brought the world of bohemia and aristocracy 
together at Garsington . Here, as in other chapters, Rudikoff traces 
Virginia's progress from youthful fascination to mature self-positioning. 

We next pick up Violet again, seeing her family and houses close 
up, the Dickinsons' links with the Homers and the Duckworths in 
Somerset society, and hearing how Violet becomes a retailer of court 
gossip and creates the link between Virginia and Alice Keppel, the 
mistress of Edward VII and mother of Violet Keppel with whom Vita 
Sackville-West ran off to France, the story of which Vita regaled to 
Virginia on their own cross-channel adventure. 

If all this sounds intricate, it is. Though many of the names are 
familiar, we have neither seen their roles so 
clearly, nor so intimately the texture of upper 
class English life, the interconnections 
between individuals, schools and colleges, 
marriages, heirs, clubs and houses, the social 
and historical web, threads of which ran 
through Woolfs own family, entwining those 
of middle-class professionals, the Stephens, 
those of the landed Duckworths, and those of 
the titled Pattie great-aunts. The chapter that 
traces this entwinement of families simultane
ously traces also the financial resources of the 
Stephen cum Duckworth families, including 
the interesting facts that Julia's Duckworth 

children inherited far more from their grandparents than she did from 
their father, and that Stella left a larger legacy than did Leslie Stephen. 

As this review hopes to suggest, Ancestral Houses is a fascinating 
and provocative read. Had she lived to see it through the press, Rudikoff 
would have picked up the few errors, but none detracts from her accom
plishment. For that we can only be grateful: for her meticulous research; 
for her perceptions, for her significant articulation of fact, and for her 
challenges to accepted views. She loads every rift with ore. Especially 
in this new century, when the hereditary peers have been all but banished 
from Parliament, most Americans have little idea of what it was like to 
live in a society of established deference. Ancestral Houses will remind 
us and, equally important, enrich our understanding of the world that 
shaped Woolfs experience and imagination. 

John Bicknell 
Drew University, emeritus 

REVIEW: 
WHO'S AFRAID OF LEONARD WOOLF: 
A CASE FOR THE SANITY OF VIRGINIA WOOLF 

by Irene Coates. Sydney: Brandl and Schlesinger, 1998. 455 pp. paper. 
$32.95 

Irene Coates turns her skill as a playwright to the complex relation
ship between Leonard and Virginia Woolf in this impressionistic and 
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fictionalized account of events that Coates maintains provides insights 
into the Woolfs' personal and creative lives. No doubt Coates draws on 
her experience as a playwright in creating fictional conversations 
between the Woolfs about their relationship and professional lives which 
she uses to support her thesis that Leonard was a depraved individual 
who deliberately set out to exploit and destroy Virginia. Although 
Coates relies exclusively on published sources (especially the Woolfs' 
diaries, letters, biographies, Leonard ' s autobiographies, and both Woolfs ' 
novels and books on political issues) to construct her scenario, she uses 
this source material so selectively that the original context of the works is 
usually omitted or misconstrued . In short, there is no evidence to support 
her interpretation of most of the conversations and events in the lives that 
she describes in excessive detail. Indeed, some chapters are little more 
than strings of pages of long quotations from published materials. In her 
interpretation of the Woolfs' relationship, Coates acknowledges her 
considerable debt to the work of Louise DeSalvo, Roger Poole, and 
Mitchell Leaska . 

What's missing from Coates' account is the context for the Woolfs' 
marriage and creative work. She could have easily remedied this short
coming by making better use of her sources. And in any case, she would 
have done well to heed the example and advice of S. P. Rosenbaum who 
observes that individuals associated with the Bloomsbury Group are so 
closely connected with one another socially and artistically that it is diffi
cult , if not impossible, to focus on any particular individual to the exclu
sion of other members of the group. Unfortunately, Coates has no 
sympathy for or understanding of Leonard ' s political writings and activi
ties. Moreover , she relies on some of Duncan Wilson's observations 
rather than turning to Rosenbaum for guidance, as many scholars do . 
Certainly, recent scholarship has built on Rosenbaum's ground-breaking 
work to provide us with important news about intellectual and artistic 
relationships , including the relationships of Margaret Llewelyn Davies 
and Octavia Wilberforce with the Woolfs. (See articles by Sybil Oldfield 
on Llewelyn Davies and Evelyn Harris Haller on Wilberforce in Women 
in the Milieu of Leonard and Virginia Woolf.) Rather than consulting the 
variety of source materials available on Llewelyn Davies and 
Wilberforce as Oldfield and Haller do, Coates relies primarily on her 
own interpretation of the Woolfs' relationships with these friends in 

lished Woolf-Strachey correspondence for this period, and most of it 
deals with mundane day-to-day events. It is not, as Coates maintains, the 
product of depraved minds. 

She then elaborates on this image of a depraved Leonard in order to 
support her assertion that he courted Virginia in order to gain control of 
her financial resources and earning potential as a brilliant writer. Coates 
interprets literally Virginia's glib crack about Leonard being "a penniless 
Jew" as evidence that he entered a marriage of convenience so that he 
could live in style off of Virginia's inheritance and income. Leonard's 
substantial severance package from the colonial service and the 
profitability of the Hogarth Press are deliberately down-played to support 
this scenario . Had Coates consulted J. H. Willis, Jr. 's Leonard and 
Virginia Woolf as Publishers: The Hogarth Press 1917-41 (1992), she 
would be aware of the fact that the press turned a profit as early as 1918, 
and as Willis observes, the Woolfs "earned an important part of their 
income through the business" (ix). In short, Coates does not make a case 
for her thesis. 

REVIEW: 

Janet M. Manson 
Clemson University 

VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE GREAT WAR 

by Karen L. Levenback. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1999. 
xvi, 208 pp. cloth. $34.95 

This is a slender book on a significant subject: Virginia Woolfs 
civilian experience of war and, its flip side, her treatment of peacetime 
survivors. The book is engaging, at times a little forward on thin 
evidence, and occasionally truly impressive in interpreting relevant 
works with respect to her writing and thinking process as Levenback 
reconstructs them from the nexus of reviews, letters, diaries, associates , 
and manuscript versions of the novels Jacob 's Room, Mrs. Dalloway, To 
the Lighthouse (mainly "Time Passes"), and The Years. The work relates 
directly to the essay collections Virginia Woolf and War: Fiction, 
Reality, and Myth (ed. Mark Hussey; Syracuse UP, 1991) and Women in 
the Milieu of Leonard and Virginia Woolf: Peace , Politics, and 
Education (eds. yours truly and Janet M. Manson; Pace UP, 1998), at one 
time allied projects at the same press with Virginia Woolf and the Great 

order to make a case for her thesis . 
Her thesis rests on the assertion that Leonard , not 

Virginia, was mad. Coates then convolutes this asser
tion by insisting that Virginia used madness a means of 
escape from her abusive relationship with Leonard and 
as a source of inspiration for her writing. Virginia's 
own descriptions of her horrible illness and the admis
sion that it prevented her from writing will lead most 
careful readers to conclude that she would take issue 
with Coates's analysis (see V.W., Diary 2:125). 
Moreover, even Coates acknowledges that mental 
illness claimed Virginia 's life (34, 48-50). She does 
not consider modem medical evidence that depression 
and mental illness frequently have a genetic or biolog
ical cause; but, instead, she relies on the older Freudian 
theories about the dynamics of personal relationships 
to support her accusation that other people, especially 
Leonard , drove Virginia mad. In her crude caricature 
of Leonard , Coates maintains that he was nothing but 

r.""!===========~ War, though only the first was ever accommodated to 

"The Art of Bloomsbury," 
which has been at the Tate 

Gallery in London, comes to the 
Yale Center for British Art May 

20-September 3, 2000. This 
final stop for the exhibition 

highlights the period between c. 
1910 and 1925. The show 

includes over 120 paintings, 
sculptur es, and works on pap er, 
as well as Hogarth Press books 
and rarely seen photograph s by 
Julia Margaret Cameron and 

Man Ray. Many works that have 
never been seen in the USA will 
be featured. For more informa-
tion, visit www.yale.edu /ycbal 

the political history and science of Syracuse Studies on 
Peace and Conflict Resolution. Thus, it gives me great 
pleasure to see the larger enterprise completed with the 
publication of this book. A sense of the milieu on war 
and peace politics develops in one's encounter with the 
fifteen-page appendix "Selected Biographical Notes" 
(161-75), a serviceable glossary of names . Perhaps only 
"Education," from the titles of the essay collections, 
does not resonate here as a theme-word. The four 
chapters feature, in tum , the four novels cited above 
(chronologically) and are given a peroration in the five
page "Epilogue," which both summarizes the argument 
and justifies the decision to exclude treatment of Three 
Guineas and Between the Acts, anti-war books of 1938 
and 1941. Rightly, in the end, Leven back sees the value 
of her own work in terms of historical context or 
"moment" : "What is significant to Woolf studies and 

trouble for Virginia. Even his pet marmoset Mitz created problems; 
according to Coates, Mitz "leaked on everyone and everything " (303) . 

indeed to the study of war has less to do with why she 
died than how she lived" (158). 

Coates overstates the class differences between the Leslie Stephen 
and Sidney Woolf families in order to support her contention that 
Leonard was obsessed with destroying the middle class and its members, 
including Virginia . As Rosenbaum points out, Sidney Woolf and his 
family were definitely members of the middle class by virtue of educa
tion, Woolfs occupation as a Queen's counsel, wealth, and the posses
sion of a large well-cared for household that included servants (Victorian 
Bloomsbury 66-7). Leonard's mother was even presented to the Queen. 
Many scholars have noted that the Stephens and the Woolfs traveled in 
different middle class circles. Coates insists that Leonard became a 
depraved person bent on destroying Virginia as a result of his friendship 
with Lytton Strachey, and she offers their correspondence during 
Leonard's employment as a colonial civil servant in Ceylon as proof of 
their depravity. I have read all of the published and much of the unpub-

From this principle, too, one understands why so few references are 
made to Woolfs debilitating mental breakdown during the Great War of 
1914-1918 - a harrowing breakdown like the "madness" she feared was 
coming on 28 March 1941, when even her unflappable husband believed 
suicide might be anyone's rational response to the Second World War at 
that moment. A look at B. J. Kirkpatrick's bibliography is insightful , 
because the convalescent literary journalism Woolf wrote reflects a 
preoccupation with the war and war poets. See, for example, The Essays 
of Virginia Woolf, vol. 2 : 1912-1918 (ed. Andrew McNeillie, 1987): 
"Heard on the Downs: The Genesis of Myth" (40-2) , "Before Midnight" 
(87-8) , "A Cambridge V.A.D." (112-14), "Mr. Sassoon's Poems" (119-
22) , "The New Crusade" (201-3), "Two Soldier-Poets" (269-72), "Rupert 
Brooke" (277-84), and "War in the Village" (291-3). Levenback uses 
these essays effectively in her analysis of Jacob Flanders and Septimus 
Warren Smith as combat casualties, only one of whom (the former) is 
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killed during the war. Officer-poets of Woolfs class, men like Brooke 
and Sassoon, made Woolf confront the war as a measure of the "real" but 
only as a civilian to whom the actuality of war was "invisible.'_' She 
failed to detect the irony of "realism" in Sassoon but could not miss the 
psychological consequences of war nearer to hand in her brother-in-law 
Philip Woolf while handsetting at the Hogarth Press the commemorative 

Poems of Cecil Woolf, the 
brother-in - law killed by 
the same shell that had 
wounded the other. 
Unfortunately, the obser
vations that Virginia 
leaves in letters and 
diaries are scant and so, 
according to Levenback, 
inversely related to the 
"profound impression" 
made on Woolf by her in
laws . It follows that such 
an impression might go 
unnoticed "given both her 
reticence in regard to 
Philip and Philip's own 

reluctance to discuss what he experienced in and because of the war" 
(34). But how can one tell if the evidence is all but invisible? 

On Levenback's reading of Woolf's reality, Mark Hussey (The 
Singing of the Real World) and Roger Poole (The Unknown Virginia 
Woolf) are in evidence as influences . Perhaps disproport ionately promi
nent in discussion, in relation to their slight place in the Works Cited, are 
Emile Durkheim (Suicide: A Study in Sociology) and Claire Tylee (The 
Great War and Women's Consciousness). J. K. Johnstone's 1968 essay 
"World War I and the Novels of Virginia Woolf' is the acknowledged 
forerunner of this study, and, wisely , Levenback uses Freud with care, 
mainly, as a contemporary , to corroborate Woolfs handling of war
related nervous disorders. Surviv al guilt and despair, insanity , war 
neuroses , repression or denial of the "death instinct ," "shell-shock," 
"neuraesthenia" and other concepts are examined as they were under
stood at the time. In many ways, this regard for the historical context of 
Woolf's texts is one of the most impressive aspects ofLevenback's book, 
which introduces us to resources that were regarded as authoritative in 
England during and directly after the Great War. Moreover , the philos
ophy applied to the simulated consciousness and experience of Woolf's 
characters is Bergsonian, Proustian, Kierkegaardian as the novelist might 
have known. (G. E. Moore was evidently no help to her, nor were any of 
the Cambridge dons except Bertrand Russell, on the perception of war.) 
It seems entirely helpful to view Woolf's "experience of reality 
[as] . . . tied to her experience of the war," as "individual aut~ent_icity [that] 
was to be achieved by a kind of commerce between the c1v1han expen
ence of the war and that of those on the front" (16). This perspective 
enables a first-rate reading of Mrs. Dalloway, not as a "war novel," but 
as a postwar novel that deals with survivor despair and _civilian depriva
tion of what the reality of the war still was for returnmg soldiers hke 
Smith. Clarissa Dalloway, as Levenback shows, is a character Woolf 
transformed from initial conception into a Kierkegaardian philistine 
whose "little awareness of the war is consistent with her myopic view of 
life itself' (79). 

The chapter on To the Lighthouse might seem less pertinent to the 
war's impact on consciousness if it were not for Levenback 's valuable 
analysis of the postwar General Strike, Woolf's "strike diary," and 
contemporary accounts in relation to the "images , idioms, and expres
sions" of the Great War (96) . Even more outstanding is the means by 
which the complicated jigsaw puzzle of the Pargiters manuscripts are 
assembled in the final chapter, "Remembering the War in the Years 
between the Wars." Grace Radin ' s several works on the writing of The 
Years and Mitchell Leaska's edition of the manuscripts are comple
mented by Levenback 's interpretation and amendments. This command 
of the evidence in various early states, no doubt, reflects countless hours 
in the archives and is "news" of the sort that inspires scholarship -
which only makes one regret that the genetic process, like Woolfs 
evolving response to war generally, is not traced to the end._ Three 
Guineas and Between the Acts differ as war books from earlier ones 
because "Woolf, like her husband , knew that before Hitlerism and 

militarism could be stopped, Hitler must be stopped" (157). 
Nevertheless, as Levenback adds, these "last works ... reach back to the 
Great War. .. as a touchstone to its reality." One wants a bit more of 
Virginia ' s rainbow to reckon "how she lived" by and through these 
works in light of war's reality. 

REVIEW: 

Wayne K. Chapman, 
Clemson University 

WOMEN IN THE MILIEU OF LEONARD AND VIRGINIA WOOLF: 
PEACE, POLITICS, AND EDUCATION. 

Eds. Wayne K. Chapman and Janet M. Manson. New York : Pace UP, 
1998. xviii+ 279. Illus. Index. Bib. 

Women in the Milieu of Leonard and Virginia Woolf is a welcome 
addition to the growing number of essay-collections - Virginia Woolf 
and War, edited by Mark Hussey, and Rediscovering Forgotten Radicals, 
edited by Angela Ingram and Daphne Patai, for example-that remind us 
of the wide array of British women writers and political activists in the 
early to mid-twentieth century. 

The book begins and ends with essays about women important in 
the lives of Virginia and Leonard Woolf. Sybil Oldfield's excellent 
opening essay presents an entirely convincing account of Women's Co
operative Guild President Margaret Llewelyn Davies' personal and 
professional influences on Leonard Woolf, especially her support of 
Leonard during Virginia's first breakdown. Evelyn Harris Hailer's 
closing essay makes an equally compelling case for the significance of 
Octavia Wilberforce ' s support of both Leonard and Virginia, both as a 
friend and as Virginia's physician. (Chapman and Baller 's edition of and 
commentary on Virginia's portrait of Wilberforce, written in the days 
leading up Virginia's suicide appears as Appendix A.) 

In the book's second article, Wayne Chapman shows Alix Strachey 
to be far more than a failed Hogarth Press compositor: she was a solid 
researcher on Leonard ' s Empire and Commerce in Africa, a trained 
psychoanalyst, and a co-translator of Freud with her husband , James. 
The next three essays also concern the Strachey family . Nupur 
Chaudhuri 's perceptive examination of Lady Jane Maria Strachey attests 
to the centrality of this highly motivated suffragist and Conservative 
Party supporter in the early days of "The Cause": Lady Strachey's 
support for suffrage was important for the movement , argues Chaudhuri, 
because it challenged the notion that all 
suffragists were Labour or Liberal and 
countered claims that women's 
suffrage would destroy the Empire. 
(Her family background gave 
her considerable authority in 
this area.) Barbara 
Strachey Halpern ' s 
memoir of her mother , 
Ray Strachey, focuses 
mainly on Ray's suffrage:..-
and League of Nations rr 
activities but also movingly 
recounts how she made time 
for her family despite a 
hurried political life and how ~ 
she involved them in political 
discussions. Meg A. 
Meneghel reinforces that under-
standing, this time, however, from the perspective of researcher 
examining more than 4,500 of Strachey 's letters in the Hannah Whitall 
Smith Papers at the Lilly Library, Indiana University. This archive, in 
addition to importance to Strachey-family history, remains a significant 
resource on the 1915 split of the British suffrage movement into pacifists 
and war-supporters (with Strachey among the latter). 

Marie Stopes' plays Conquest (1917), advocating international 
government, and The Race (1918), reaffirming her commitment to 
eugenic theories of racial purity, comprise the subject of Diane 
Gillespie's informative article, which suggests that Stopes' combative 
style and rebellious spirit as much as her "imperfections as a playwright" 
(97) were responsible for her failure to see the plays produced. If Stopes 
had more in common with men like Leonard Woolf and Bernard Shaw 
who lobbied for international government , Winifred Holtby had more in 
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common with women like Virginia Woolf and Vera Brittain , who 
believed in the interconnectedness of feminism and pacifism. Marion 
Shaw's excellent essay examines the development of Holtby's commit
ment to pacifism and individual rights as both activist and writer. She 
shows how in a lecture on "The Psychology of Peace and War" and in 
the play Take Back Your Freedom (written early I 930s) , Holtby "antici
pates ... [Woolfs writing in the 1930s] to see the causes of war as related 
to sexual difference and to the constructs of masculinity and femininity" 
(123). 

In one of the finest essays in Women in the Milieu, Patricia Laurence 
presents a thoughtful analysis of the convergences and divergences of the 
Woolf's political views and literary strategies, drawing particular 
examples from Virginia's Three Guineas and Leonard's Quack! Quack! 
Wayne K. Chapman continues the exploration of the couple's collabora

This said, the first part of Goldman's study focuses upon Woolfs 
engagement with light. Here she makes an unusual comparison of two 
eclipse texts by Woolf, a 1927 diary entry in which Woolf and her 
friends journey to see the eclipse, and her essay, "The Sun and the Fish," 
published in 1928, the year of the full enfranchisement of women. 
Woolrs diary entry on the eclipse is remarkable, reminding us of the 
bleak landscapes of The Waves that she was writing at the time: 

How can l express the darkness? It was a sudden plunge, 
when one did not expect it: being at the mercy of the sky: 
our own nobility: the druids; Stonehenge; and the racing red 
dogs; all that was in one's mind. Also to be picked out of 
ones London drawing room and set down on the wildest 
moors in England was impressive. (D3 144) 

tive energies in Appendix B, with an exposition of their collaborative Goldman's comparison does not rest with descriptions of light and 
reviews for The Nation and Athenceum during Leonard literary editor- dark, however; she quickly moves to the second concern of her book, 
ship. Janet M. Manson, in Appendix C, provides a general description of Woolrs feminist aesthetic. She informs us that the best known suffrage 
the journal's archives. colors of the WSPU (Women's Social and Political Union) banners were 

We move from Laurence's article on one political/writing couple to white (purity), purple (dignity) and green (hope). She argues for the first 
Betty Vernon's essay on the women-Beatrice Webb and Margaret time, I think, in Woolf studies that they are a meaningful feminist subtext 
Cole---oftwo others. This fine essay explores how Webb and Cole, in Woolfs works, for example, in Woolfs Introductory essay to Life as 
from diametrically opposed strands within the Fabian ,,............. We Have Known It, the 1931 collection of writings of the 
movement, wor~ed together at key points in Labour •• ···~ ~'TH J:;:j ••• ••• Women's Cooper~tive Guild. Politics and aesthetics, she says, 
history. Vernon mterweaves Leonard Woolrs associa- •• • e:,Y"'~ • . . • ?i>""' • .• not only meet m the beautiful suffrage banners (some of 
tions with both Webb and Cole, and he figures equally/ 0 •::!-:: !-~ •• :~~\which can still b_e_seen in_the Museum of the City of_London 
prominently in Janet M. Manson's examination of : /1:j >:-~•,." ,.\ $ : on your next v1s1t) but m certam Woolf texts. This 1s the 
Margery Perham's work with the Fabians and her: , ;:,;:.· -1::: ;. , : most exciting part of Goldman's work. Six beautifully 
wide-ranging influence, as an Oxford-educated : ~ ~ • C'i : colored and reproduced suffrage banners in the book make 
Africanist and protege of Frederick Lugard, on ~ .0 ·!:~, <.i : a convincing case for Woolfs "political deployment of 
colonial policy and the education of future colonial ••• ·~·,J;t•: ~- :" color" in most of the texts cited. Though, at times, it must 
administrators . Sarah _Bishop Merrill also takes up the \. '"· .. ~ '!·~ ~ . • / be noted that Goldman carries color iconogrnphy too far 
theme of education in her article that suggests how ·,. N: .. • bordermg on a conceit, particularly m her femm1st mterpreta-
Eleanor Sidgwick foreshadows Virginia Woolf in calling for •••••• •••• ,• tion of"The Sun and the Fish." 
peace and educational reform . Somewhat disappointingly, ••••••• Part two of her study builds upon this moment in 1927 to 
however, this essay does not provide sufficient background to the philo- connect with the Post-Impressionist Exhibit of 1910. Acknowledging 
sophical debates even for a reader very familiar with Woolfs politics and her debt to the aesthetic platform of The Sisters ' Arts: The Writing and 
Three Guineas. Painting of Virginia Woolf and Vanessa Bell by Diane Gillespie, 

Despite a few typographical flaws, some producing confusion (e.g., Goldman draws interesting parallels between Vanessa Bell's painterly 
the lack of a capital "P" in "Part I" on page 33, "1808" for "I 908" and development as a colorist and Woo Ifs literary expression of color. 
"1809" for" I 909" on page 68 were bewildering), Women in the Milieu is If there is a reservation about this book, it is that "color" in Woolf 
a pleasure to read from cover to cover. Not only do the individual (or the modernist movement) is not "one thing." Though this book 
authors emphasize the collaborative rather than competitive spirit of their favors the materialist feminist Woolf , there are always other Virginias. 
subjects , but both authors and editors operate in that spirit as well. Goldman ' s association of feminism with multiple "colors " and the 
Several of the essays make reference to each other; additionally, women masculine with "significant form" is perhaps too schematic . Color as a 
foregrounded in one article appear in the background of others, creating a political subtext is not only "feminist," but a broader modernist reaction 
satisfying exposition of the complex web of connections among a diverse against the Victorian palette of domestic interiors and ways of being. 
group of individuals. We can only hope that other collections will follow Reacting against dark Victorian colors, Roger Fry (and the Omega 
this lead. artists) did not, as male artists, only theorize about "significant form," as 

Kathryn Harvey Goldman contends . They painted in bold, delightful colors . Colors are 
Mount Saint Vincent University also used poetically in Woolfs writing to signify feeling . She describes 

"the deep blue quiet space" when she emerges from a depression and the 
surprise when a feeling "slipped between the spaces that separate one 
word from another; like a blue flower between two stones ." And 
Rhoda's association with "whiteness " in The Waves reveals a new space 
of women's subjectivity not only politics. Nevertheless , Goldman in her 
new book has historicized our reading of light and colors in Woolfs 
writing. She has brought fascinating texts together to change our percep
tions ofWoolfs rainbow. 

REVIEW: 
THE FEMINIST AESTHETIC OF VIRGINIA WOOLF 

by Jane Goldman , Cambridge University Press , New York & Cambridge, 
1998. 243 pages, $59.95, cloth . 

"Colour had meaning in I 9 IO" announces Jane Goldman in her 
ingenious study, The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf. Creatively 
juxtaposing Woolfs writing about the solar eclipse of 1927 and the Post
Impressionist Exhibit of 1910, she sketches in this work a sub-text of 
feminist color iconography related to the suffrage movement. 

Asserting early in her work that the "Woolfian moment" has largely 
been interpreted as "mystical" by critics and modernism as "impression
istic," Goldman fails to observe the significant American critical trend 
that has attended to the materialistic and feminist Woolf that she 
highlights. Woolf as a writer bound up with historical change has been 
addressed, for example, in Alex Zwerdling's Virginia Woolf in the Real 
World, Jane Marcus ' The Languages of Patriarchy , Lucio Ruotolo's The 
Interrupted Moment, Mark Hussey as editor of Virginia Woolf and War, 
Wayne Chapman and Janet Manson as editors of Women in the Milieu of 
Leonard and Virginia Woolf, as well as Naomi Black in her work on 
Three Guineas. 
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' 
THE INTERNATIONAL VIRGINIA WOOLF SOCIETY COLUMN 

Greetings from New Hampshire , site of the 1997 Virginia Woolf Conference. 
Welcome to all new members; I have not been able to do a head count yet, but will report 
on the membership in the next News letter. Thank you to those who have paid your dues , 
and to those of you who have sent along donations as well. Your dues and contributions 
will help with all manner of things. I am processing the many inquiries and new member 
material. Please send in dues if you haven't yet. Dues are $15.00 for regular members 
and $7 .50 for students, the retired, and the un- and underemployed. 

How fortunate that the transition from one year, century, millennium to the next 
rolled along so smoothly with hardly a rub. The transition from one executive board to 
the next was also Y2K-free. Many thanks to the outgoing board- President Christine 
Froula, Secretary/Treasurer Laura Davis, and Historian/Bibliographer ~ally Greene--for 
their fine work. I know that I, as the new Secretary/Treasurer, am particularly grateful to 
Laura for her exceptional abilities in organizing and keeping everything together. The by
laws were changed so that we now have four executives on board : president, vice-presi
dent, secretary-treasurer, and historian -bibliographer. The newly -created position of 
vice-president will handle the secretary half of the former secretary-treasurer role, and 
some of the former responsibilities of the past president. The new members for the 2000-
2002 term are President Vara Neverow, Vice-President Leslie Hankins, 
Secretary/Treasurer Jeanne Dubino, and Historian/Bibliographer Anne Fernald. There 
may be further by-law changes proposed in the months to come ; we will, of course, keep 
you notified. The addresses for the new board are: 

Vara Neverow, President Leslie Kathleen Hankins, Vice-President 
Department of English, EN 27 J Department of English 
Southern Connecticut State University Cornell College 
501 Crescent Street 6011st Street West 
New Haven, CT06851 USA Mo11111 Vernon, JA 52314 USA 
203-391-6717 fax: 203-392-6731 319-895-4474fax: 319-895-4284 
nevero11@,scs11.ctstateu.edu lha11-kins@cornell-iowa.edu 

Jeanne Dubino, Secretary/Treasurer Anne E. Fernald, Bibliographer/Historian 
Department of English Department of English 
Plymouth State College Purdue University 
17 High Street West Lafayelle, IN 47907-1356 USA 
Plymo uth, NH 03264 USA 765-494-3727 fax: 765-494-3780 
603-585-2682 fax: 603-535-2584 afernald@sla.purdue.edu 
jdubino @mail.plymouth.edu 
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To ensure that there is an open discussion of Society initiatives, the IVWS officers 
have created an email listserv dedicated to Society business. To subscribe to the list, send 
a message to the "Request Address" with the word "subscribe" in the body. To unsub
scribe from the list, send a message to the "Re quest Address" with the word "unsub~cribe" 
in the body. The list address is: <ivws@ lists.southernct.edu >. The request a~dress 1s: 
<ivws-request@lists.southernct.edu>. We also enco~rage phm1e calls a~d wntten corre 
spondence regarding Society business as well as part 1c1pat1on m d1scusswns at the Society 
meetings at the MLA and the annua l Virginia Woolf conference." 

We are proposing several changes to the Society By-Laws (there was discussion of 
these ideas on the Society business listserv over the last two months). These changes are 
as follows: I) having two general meetings - one at the MLA and the other at the 
Conference; 2) instituting a three-month discussion period before balloting for a_change of 
the by-laws; 3) electing a slate of officers six months or a year in advance of their term or 
staggering the terms to facilitate the transiti?~ ; 4) institutin? _secret balloting fo~ changes m 
the by-laws and election of officers. In add1t1on to these m1tlat1ves,_ we wo~ld hke to know 
if members with electronic access would prefer to receive their Society ma1lmgs as attach
ments to email and whether the members support our seeking non-profit status . We plan 
to mail ballots out this month so that members can vote prior to the Conference in June. 
Speaking of mailings, when a mailing is just one or two pages long, we can also include 
one or two flyers promoting recent publications in Woolf studies in the same envelope . 
We would like to know whether the members think this would be a useful way of distrib
uting information about current Woolf scholarship . 

Please continue to send Anne E. Fernald items for the Annual Bibliography and for 
the archives . The Bib liography and Membership Directory will be distributed this June in 
Baltimore at the Woolf Conference, and will be mailed at the end of June to those of you 
who are not attending the Conference. I hope to see many of you at the Conference . 

Best wishes to all, 
Jeanne Dubino, Secretary/Treasurer 

Christ ine Froula reports that the two sessions voted on by the member
ship for this year's MLA meeting in Washington, DC, December 27-30, 

2000, are "Virginia Woolf and Translation," organized by Patricia 
Laurence; and "Virginia Woolf on Religious Texts and Traditions ," 

organized by Celia Marshik. 
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